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The only marathon training guide athletes forty and older will ever needUpdated with full-color
exercise photography; cutting-edge training, strength, core, and flexibility programs; and specific
instruction for the most popular version of the marathon, the Half-Marathon, this book starts with
s simple premise: training methods for younger athletes no longer work for athletes over forty.
Melanie and Don Fink present step-by-step action plans for faster times, fewer injuries, and
more enjoyment for the Master’s marathoner. Including profiles of successful older athletes, this
book also provides ways to avoid common training and racing mistakes, recovery methods
unique to forty-plus athletes, secrets to staying injury-free, and much more.

About the AuthorMelanie and Don Fink of IronFit® (IronFit.com) have trained athletes on five
continents to breakthrough performances. They are the authors of Be IronFit: Time-Efficient
Training Secrets for Ultimate Fitness and four other IronFit® endurance sports books (all from
Lyons Press). They live in Carroll County, New Hampshire. --This text refers to the paperback
edition.
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GlossaryACKNOWLEDGMENTSABOUT THE AUTHORS» INTRODUCTIONSeven years . . .
wow!It’s amazing to us that it’s been more than seven years since an earlier version of this book,
Mastering the Marathon, was published. It has been an exciting time for the sport, which
continues to skyrocket in popularity worldwide. The entire marathon experience has continued to
get better and better.As we have traveled the world over this time, we have been blessed to see
so many wonderful races and meet so many truly inspiring people who share our passion.We
have been working with hundreds and hundreds of athletes over the last seven years, and we
have continued to improve upon our coaching methods and approaches. We have successfully
found ways to make our training even more efficient and beneficial.Because of this, the time has
now come to offer a new generation of Masters Marathon training programs, including all of



these advancements and improvements. So, yes, as successful as the original programs were,
the five new marathon training programs in this book are even better. In fact, not only are they
better, but they are more fun too.We are also excited about many new additions to this edition.
We have a new chapter focusing on the half marathon with three twelve-week training programs
and tips and guidance on how to maximize your performance in this popular distance. We have
also included a new chapter specifically geared to triathletes who want to maximize their
marathon performance within an Iron-Distance triathlon. And, most excitingly, we have included
all-new state-of-the-art functional strength and core training, dynamic warm-up, and stretching
programs.Now it’s your turn. Since you’re reading this book, we know that you have exciting
goals you want to accomplish in road racing. Perhaps you are still deciding if you want to take
the marathon or half marathon plunge, or perhaps you already have completed the marathon or
half marathon but are ready to improve your times and take your performances to the next level.
Either way, you have come to the right place. Let your journey begin!If you are forty years or older
and would like to run faster marathons or take on the marathon challenge for the first time, this
book is for you.The American marathon boom that started in the 1970s is alive and well and
growing every year. In the late 1970s about 25,000 Americans attempted a marathon annually;
by the year 2010, this number exceeded 500,000.Athletes of all ages view the marathon as a
wonderful lifetime accomplishment. Some may consider it a goal to accomplish just once, while
others see it as a recurring challenge. Nowhere is this truer than for those forty and older. This
enormous segment of the population is especially keen on the marathon experience.Have you
been running for many years, but found that you are no longer improving like you once did? That
the training methods you used to follow successfully when you were younger no longer seem to
work? What’s more, the more you try to make them work, the more injured and discouraged you
become . . . pushing your goals farther out of reach. If so, you can benefit from a new training
approach, specifically targeted to the more mature athlete. This book is written for you.Or are
you newer to the sport? You picked it up later in life, found it to be challenging and rewarding, but
the methods you found online or in books don’t seem to work for you. You notice that the
programs you read about do not even differentiate among ages, let alone between veterans and
first-timers. The program for a twenty-year-old is the same as for a sixty-year-old. You know that
can’t be right. You realize there must be a more sensible and effective way for the mature athlete
to achieve his or her goals. This book is written for you as well.I have coached many athletes
who completed their first marathon after forty years of age; others who qualified for the Boston
Marathon for the first time after forty; others who broke 3 hours for the first time after turning
forty; and yes, even some who broke 2:50 for the first time after turning forty. This book includes
the very same training principles and approaches that can help you achieve this same
success.Finally, some of you may not even be sure you want to run a marathon, but would like to
learn how to get in better shape and . . . who knows . . . maybe try a 5K or 10K sometime in the
future. This book is for you as well.I will show you how there exist essentially three key weekly
workouts to be included in your routine in order to improve your marathon. I call these workouts



the “Three Magic Bullets.” I will describe each one in detail, explain what it does and how it
works and, most importantly, how to build it into your training program. I will also show you how
you can even estimate what your marathon time will be based on your progress in these three
workouts.I will also present the exact type of training an athlete should do on the days when he
is not engaged in one of the Magic Bullet workouts. This will differ depending on the athlete’s
injury history and experience. These sessions may very well include additional runs, but the
important thing to know is that they may not; they may instead include other types of training.
That’s right! You can improve your marathon performance with as few as three runs per
week.How can this be? The simple answer is effective cross-training. The additional “runs” don’t
actually need to be runs. This is a welcome revelation for those with a history of running injuries.
But the truth for all runners is that if you know how to build the proper type of cross-training
around the three key weekly training sessions, you can achieve your marathon goals with as few
as three runs per week. This book will show you how.Not only will I present what the key
workouts and cross-training sessions are, how to correctly complete them, and how to build
them into an effective training program, but I will also offer several sample training programs to
choose from. Readers can quickly determine which one best fits their situation and immediately
put it to work for them.Besides the key training plans and cross-training workouts, this book also
includes my cutting-edge core and functional-strength training programs, which perfectly
complement these training plans and provide the forty-plus athlete with the strength foundation
necessary to take his or her marathon performance to an entirely new level. Is strength and core
training important for forty-plus athletes? You bet it is. In fact, it’s far more important as we get
older. I’ll present my ideas for warm-up, cooldown, and stretching routines too.I will additionally
show you how to select the optimal tune-up races to build into your running and racing schedule.
Obviously running additional 5K, 10K, and half marathon races can be helpful in preparing for
the marathon, but how many of these races should an athlete do, and what is the best time to
schedule them relative to the date of your marathon in order to get the best results?We will look
at the most common marathon training and racing mistakes and how to avoid them. Many times
marathon training can be counterintuitive—something that seems to make perfect sense is
actually a mistake that will lead to ineffective training or even injury. I’ll present the most common
mistakes associated with both training and racing and help you to steer clear of them.While
many athletes hate to hear this, the truth is that leaner is usually faster. Our body weight is an
important determiner of our marathon performance. Our leanest healthy body weight is usually
our fastest body weight. It is surprising how many marathoners ignore this important element for
success. I will present tips and methods for maintaining a healthy, lean, and fast body weight.
The strength and nutritional plans included in this book will have you looking and feeling your
fittest ever.I will also present my highly effective race strategies and mental approaches for
getting the absolute most from your fitness level. Fueling and hydration strategies are included to
keep you energized and hydrated throughout your training and racing.Our marathon careers
don’t end at forty. In fact, not only are fast marathons still possible, but the potential for enjoying



the sport and our fitness is greater than ever. All it takes is a mind open to trying some new
approaches and a fresh new outlook. One of the most important aspects to keep in mind is that
my training programs, action steps, and tips are fun. This is not some grinding “no pain, no gain”
training routine to be feared. All of the workouts are challenging, motivating, and rewarding. I will
not present a lot of scientific discussion, technical talk, and complicated formulas to figure out—
just straight talk and a clear path to achieving your marathon goals. This, combined with the
dedication and drive I suspect you already have, will have you achieving performance levels you
never thought possible at your age. So, turn the page and let’s get started!1» Three Magic
BulletsTo give anything less than your best is to sacrifice the gift. —STEVE
PREFONTAINEThe Three Magic Bullets are simply three key workouts that will help you achieve
your marathon dreams and give you the racing results you want.So many athletes are out there
focusing on quantity over quality. Their training is filled with purposeless runs, done merely to
rack up volume. One day just sort of morphs into the next, and there is no real plan or purpose to
most of the runs in their week. This “more is always better” approach is extremely inefficient
training and in the long run leads to performance stagnation, boredom, and possibly even injury.
This is especially true for the forty-plus athlete.What if we told you there are three “magic bullet”
workouts that, if arranged properly within a sixteen-week marathon training program, will do
more than anything else to get you to your marathon goal? The great news is that these Three
Magic Bullets workouts are real. What’s even more exciting is that these three workouts are fun
to do and add great variety to marathon training. These three training sessions should form the
core of any marathon training program for the forty-plus athlete.While the Three Magic Bullets
sessions should be a part of just about any marathoner’s plan, they are especially important for
the forty-plus marathoner. The typically busy over-forty marathoner doesn’t have the luxury of
being able to waste time and effort on a lot of junk training. He needs to train efficiently and
maximize the training benefit of each and every training moment. The three key workouts, built
properly into an overall plan, will do exactly that.Many marathoners, especially younger ones, do
a lot of higher-volume training, and much of it is not completely focused. In a successful training
plan, each workout should have a specific purpose and should work in harmony with the other
workouts in the marathoner’s training week.We have developed and fine-tuned our approach to
the Three Magic Bullets over decades of working with successful marathoners. Each workout
has a specific purpose, and together they are a powerful combination for a fast marathon.
Together they provide truly synergistic training, where the combined training benefit of the three
workouts is greater than the sum of the individual work-out’s training benefits.As amazing as the
Three Magic Bullets are, their training benefit can be increased even more when combined with
the proper complement of other workouts. We will present each of these complementary
workout strategies in this book, but the Three Magic Bullets sessions form the heart of our
approach to fast marathoning.This chapter will explain each of the Three Magic Bullets workouts
in detail and how to get the most out of them. Future chapters will discuss the other workouts
and activities that need to be built around the three key workouts in order to achieve your optimal



marathon training program. Later in the chapter, we will unveil why the Three Magic Bullets
workouts are “magic.” So stay tuned; you are going to love it.THE THREE MAGIC BULLETS
(TMBs)• Marathon Pacing Session• Long Run• Higher-Intensity Repeats» Marathon Pacing
SessionThe marathon is the ultimate pacing race. We will talk more about pacing strategies in
Chapter 11, but in general, if you can hit just the right pace for you, you will maximize your
marathon performance. On the other hand, if you miss your proper pace, you may be bound for a
miserable and unforgiving 26.2 miles.The most common mistake in all endurance races is going
out too fast. It’s easy to do, and we have made this mistake ourselves over the years. As much as
this applies to virtually all distances and all types of endurance races, it is never truer than in the
marathon distance. There is nothing as uncomfortable and miserable as the feeling you get in
the last 10K of a marathon after having gone out too fast in the first 10K.Coaches and athletes
alike often joke about the “4–1” rule. There are various interpretations of this rule, but the one we
find most accurate is the following: For every 1 second per mile faster than optimal pace you run
in the first 10K of the marathon, you will give back up to 4 seconds per mile in the final 10K of the
marathon. This means that if your optimal race pace was 7:00 minutes per mile and instead you
averaged 6:45 minutes per mile (15 seconds per mile faster than your optimal race pace) in the
first 10K, then you are likely to find you can only average as slow as 8:00 minutes per mile (60
seconds per mile slower than your optimal race pace) in the final 10K. The ratio between 60
seconds and 15 seconds is 4 to 1.It’s amazing how often this ratio holds true. In analyzing the
racing results of hundreds of athletes over the years, we have seen this phenomenon repeat
itself time and time again. An athlete trains for a very specific pace throughout his training cycle.
Then he succumbs to that euphoric feeling athletes sometimes get at the beginning of a race,
and in an instant throws out the pacing plan and decides to start clicking off the miles at a faster
pace.There are many reasons for the euphoric feeling at the start of a marathon. It’s due partially
to the fact that athletes are well rested and tapered for the race, so energy levels are especially
high. It’s due also to the thrill and excitement of competition, spectators, and the event itself. But
more often than not, the athlete who goes out 15 seconds per mile faster than optimal pace will
“hit the wall” somewhere around 20 miles into the marathon and, as noted above, his pace over
the final 10K will average closer to 60 seconds per mile slower than planned.As we will discuss
further in this chapter and under “Pacing” in Chapter 11 and “Five Common Racing Mistakes to
Avoid” in Chapter 12, trying to “bank time” in the early stages is not a good marathon
strategy.The Marathon Pacing Session is a key workout because it teaches us physically and
mentally to run at our target pace and to do it as evenly and as efficiently as possible. Not only
do we physically and mentally “lock it in,” but by repeating these sessions week after week, we
become comfortable with the pace and find that we can relax more while holding the
pace.Following is an example of a 75-minute Marathon Pacing Session:• Start with 40 minutes
at a moderate pace of 30 to 60 seconds per mile slower than your Target Marathon Pace.• For
the next 30 minutes, increase your pace to your Target Marathon Pace.• Finish with a moderate
5 minutes at 30 to 60 seconds slower than Target Marathon Pace.As seen in the above example,



the pacing portion of the Marathon Pacing Session is placed toward the end of the total run time.
The athlete begins the workout by running at a moderate pace for the first 40 minutes, then
increases his pace to his Target Marathon Pace for the next 30 minutes, then returns to a
moderate pace for the final 5 minutes.Typically we like to start these weekly sessions in the
eighth week of a sixteen-week marathon preparation phase, with an insert of 30 minutes at
Target Marathon Pace. Then we increase the insert by 10 minutes per week to a peak of 80
minutes, depending on the experience level of the athlete, prior to beginning a three-week taper
leading up to the race.Following is one example of how these sessions may be structured
starting in the eighth week of a sixteen-week marathon preparation phase. The actual marathon
training plans in Chapter 5 will provide more examples and also show how this one key session
can effectively be built into an overall marathon training program.The sessions in the above
example start out in the eighth week of the sixteen-week marathon training plan at 75 minutes
and increase to 90 minutes in the tenth week. With two weeks to go, they taper to 75 minutes
and then to 60 minutes with one week before race day.Each of these sessions start out in Z2
(Heart Rate Zone 2). We will fully explain Heart Rate Zones in Chapter 5, but for now let’s define
Z2 as a fairly moderate effort, about 75–85 percent of maximum heart rate.At a designated point
in the run, we increase our pace to our Target Marathon Pace and hold it steady and evenly for
the designated period. As seen in the example, the length of this pacing portion increases by 10
minutes each week until it peaks at 80 minutes, at which point it begins to taper down in
anticipation of the race.Here’s a little warning: We said the three key workouts were magic, but
we didn’t say they were easy. The Marathon Pacing Session tends to be a very challenging
workout—rewarding and highly effective, but challenging.Later we will discuss how to determine
your optimal Target Marathon Pace, but for most athletes, their target pace will have them in, or
close to, an 86–89 percent range of maximum heart rate (Z3: Heart Rate Zone 3) for most of
their Marathon Pacing Session. We will discuss pacing strategies in greater detail in Chapter 11,
but generally our suggestion is to set your Target Marathon Pace at 5 to 7 seconds per mile
faster than the actual pace necessary to achieve your marathon goal. This is not an attempt to
“bank” a large amount of time, but instead to provide just a slight cushion of 2 to 3 minutes under
your marathon time goal. For example, if your goal is to go under 3 hours for the marathon, which
is about a 6:51-minute-per-mile pace, you may want to set your Target Marathon Pace at 6:45
minutes per mile, thus building in a small cushion of about 6 seconds per mile, or about 3
minutes for the entire race.Once you build the pacing portion up to 80 minutes, it becomes pretty
tough to maintain an effort in or close to the 86–89 percent of maximum heart-rate range. But
there is no workout that will feel more rewarding or provide you with more pre-race
confidence.Of the Three Magic Bullets sessions (TMBs), this is the only one that does not have
a cross-training substitution option. The workout can be done on a track, a measured course, or
a treadmill, but it needs to be a run. We will discuss cross-training in more detail in Chapter 3,
“Free Running Miles.”» Long RunThe second of the TMB workouts is the Long Run. This workout
is all about building endurance for the marathon. If you want to successfully race long, you need



to properly train long. The benefits of the Long Run are numerous:• Builds the aerobic system•
Prepares the body for the physical stress of running long• Provides an opportunity to practice
fueling and hydrating properly• Prepares the athlete for the mental stress of running longThe
most common mistake you see in marathon preparation programs is too many Long Runs. In
fact, some athletes do nothing but Long Runs to prepare. This is an inefficient approach and can
be risky, especially for the over-forty athlete.Long Runs should be completed at a pace of about
30 to 60 seconds per mile slower than the athlete’s Target Marathon Pace. This usually equates
to a Z1 to Z2 Heart Rate Zone. If your pace is closer to 30 seconds per mile slower than Target
Marathon Pace, you are likely to be in Z2 (75–85 percent of maximum heart rate). If your pace is
closer to 60 seconds per mile slower than Target Marathon Pace, you are likely to be in Z1 (65–
74 percent of maximum heart rate). While these runs are generally more beneficial when
completed in Z2, there is still good training benefit in Z1.Many athletes run their Long Runs at
too fast a pace. This of course stems from the “more is always better” training philosophy. If 30
seconds slower per mile is good, then 15 seconds slower per mile must be even better. But this
is not true. The result is less-effective training, which diminishes the combined benefit of the
Three Magic Bullets. Do not confuse this run with the Marathon Pacing Session. It has a different
purpose, and if an athlete runs these sessions too fast, he is unlikely to maximize his
performance on race day.As you will see in the marathon training plans presented in Chapter 5,
we suggest building up your Long Runs very gradually.Once the Long Run reaches its longest
duration, the pattern then becomes one of alternating “long and longer” every other week. For
example, if the longest run is 3 hours, we will not move into the peak training weeks and merely
run 3-hour Long Runs every week back to back. The body typically cannot absorb the benefits of
3-hour runs in several consecutive weeks. Instead, once we reach 3 hours, we will alternate our
Long Runs for a few weeks with a pattern of a 3-hour run this week, then a 2.5-hour run next
week, then a 3-hour run the following week, etc., before eventually transitioning into our taper.
This also allows the body to fully absorb the benefits of Long Runs while reducing the risk of
injury.All of the Long Runs start out by building in a gradual pattern until they reach their peak
duration. Once at their peak, Long Runs then convert to a “long and longer” alternating pattern
for the biggest training weeks, before transitioning into the three-week taper prior to the
marathon.How long should the Long Run build to? Long Runs should generally be no longer
than the lesser of 22 miles or 3.5 hours. The risk of becoming either injured or overly rundown
becomes too great once the Long Run goes beyond 22 miles or 3.5 hours. So, for the vast
majority of athletes, the lesser of 22 miles or 3.5 hours is optimal.Typically the number of an
athlete’s longest runs (the lesser of 22 miles or 3.5 hours) are limited to three or four per
marathon training cycle. This is because the Long Run is definitely a workout that can be
overdone. Three or four runs at our longest training distance or time is all we need; any more
than that increases the risk of injury. We want to make sure we do the proper number of Long
Runs and place them optimally among our other training sessions.Another way to reduce the
risk of injury is through cross-training. In Chapters 3 and 5 we will discuss various cross-training



approaches for the Long Run.» Higher-Intensity RepeatsThe third of the TMBs is the Higher-
Intensity Repeat sessions. These are simply repeat drills done at a high level of effort with an
easy timed recovery jog in between. Traditionally these are done on a track and are completed
at 90–95 percent of maximum heart rate (Z4: Heart Rate Zone 4). Many athletes refer to these
types of training sessions as “intervals.” The name is a little misleading, however, because the
“interval” portion of the session actually refers to the easy recovery jogs between the Higher-
Intensity Repeat portions.Following are some basic examples of Higher-Intensity Repeat
sessions:Example of a Short Repeat Session• 1-mile easy warm-up jog• 12 x 400 meters at 90–
95 percent of maximum heart rate with an easy 200-meter recovery jog between each repeat• 1-
mile easy cooldown jogExample of a Long Repeat Session• 1-mile easy warm-up jog• 4 x
1,600 meters at 90–95 percent of maximum heart rate with an easy 400-meter recovery jog
between each repeat• 1-mile easy cooldown jogYour pacing on the repeats is important.
Typically we suggest you do Short Repeats (800 meters or less) at about your 5K race pace and
Long Repeats (1,600 meters or more) at about your 10K race pace. Both of these paces will
probably put most athletes in, or close to, 90–95 percent of maximum heart rate. So if our fastest
5K and 10K are 21:45 and 45 minutes, respectively, then our Short Repeat and Long Repeat
paces will be approximately 7:00 minutes per mile and 7:15 minutes per mile, respectively.In
general, all Higher-Intensity Repeats should be completed at a pace at least 30 seconds per
mile faster than an athlete’s Target Marathon Pace. If an athlete finds he cannot do this, it is an
indication that the marathon goal he has set for himself may be unreasonable at this point in his
development.The best way to get accurate distance measurements is to run on a 400-meter
track, but there can be disadvantages to running on a track—especially for the forty-plus athlete.
Even if the track has a relatively soft surface, excessive turning can lead to injury. Keep this in
mind and use caution. For most over-forty athletes, it’s best to use the track in
moderation.Another option for Higher-Intensity Repeats is to get off the track and either use
GPS or base the repeats on time instead of distance. Timed workouts can be done virtually
anywhere, including the softer surface of a treadmill.Following are examples of a timed
approach for both Short and Long Repeat sessions:Example of Short Repeat Session• 10-
minute easy warm-up jog• 12 x 2 minutes at 90–95 percent of maximum heart rate with an easy
1-minute recovery jog between each repeat• 10-minute easy cooldown jogExample of Long
Repeat Session• 10-minute easy warm-up jog• 4 x 7.5 minutes at 90–95 percent of maximum
heart rate with an easy 3.5-minute jog between each repeat• 10-minute easy cooldown
jogTypically we will design these sessions in a progression format, as you will see in the
marathon training programs in Chapter 5. We will start with shorter repeats, such as 400 meters,
and then build gradually in duration, becoming more challenging at a modest but steady rate of
increase. As a result of this incremental approach, our bodies can adapt and absorb the benefits
of these changes and respond by building strength and speed.» Hill RepeatsA variation on
Higher-Intensity Repeats is Hill Repeats. Instead of running on a track or other flat measured
course for a specific distance (or time) at a higher-intensity level of effort and then jogging easily



to recover in between, the athlete runs up a hill at a higher-intensity level of effort for the length of
the repeat and then jogs back down the hill to the starting point between each Hill Repeat.On
the positive side, Hill Repeats build running power and prepare the athlete for more-hilly
marathon courses. On the flip side, these sessions can increase the risk of injury because the
stress to the body is greater running up hills, and even more so running down hills. Only the
programs in Chapter 5 designed for athletes who seldom are injured include Hill
Repeats.Chapter 5 includes suggestions on how to build Hill Repeats into any of the other
programs as well. Please consider all of the variables before choosing to include Hill Repeats in
your training plan. Your personal health and injury history should be considered, along with the
specific topography of the marathon course you will be racing. If you do decide to include Hill
Repeats in your marathon training program, be sure to utilize good running form to further
minimize the risk of injury. In Chapter 10, “Secrets to Staying Injury-Free,” we will present
technique tips for running up and down hills.Interestingly, many athletes think that the Higher-
Intensity Repeat sessions are the most important of the TMBs. In typical “endurance athlete
logic,” these hurt the most so they must be the most beneficial. Here’s some good news: Actually,
the Higher-Intensity Repeat sessions are the least important of the three. In fact, certain athletes
with specific injuries they are trying to work around may need to substitute a form of cross-
training or possibly even skip Higher-Intensity Repeats entirely.Higher-Intensity Repeats are
undoubtedly the most stressful on the body of the Three Magic Bullets, so you should proceed
with caution (see Chapter 10). The good news is that there are many over-forty athletes who
very successfully cross-train their Higher-Intensity Repeats. In Chapters 3 and 5, we will
introduce and discuss cross-training options for Higher-Intensity Repeats.NOW FOR THE
MAGIC PART!After using our Three Magic Bullets training approach for years with many
athletes, we have discovered that not only are these three workouts the key to achieving a
marathon time goal, but they also can predict whether or not you can do it. You heard right! The
Three Magic Bullets workouts can prepare you to achieve your goal time, and they can actually
confirm to you before you step up to the starting line whether or not you are ready. In general, if
you successfully follow one of our sixteen-week marathon training programs and run a smart
race strategy on race day, your training results will roughly predict your race finishing time. We
have found the following to be generally true for most athletes:• If you can maintain your Target
Marathon Pace in all of the Marathon Pacing Sessions up to and including the longest one of 80
minutes, and• If you can run all of your Higher-Intensity Repeat sessions at 30 or more seconds
per mile faster than your Target Marathon Pace, and• If you can run all of your Long Runs at 30
to 60 seconds per mile slower than your Target Marathon Pace, then• You are ready to run your
goal time on race day—subject to proper pacing strategy, fueling and hydration, course, and
weather conditions.For example, if your goal is to maintain a Target Marathon Pace of 8:00
minutes per mile and break your previous best marathon time of 3:32, then:• Your Marathon
Pacing Sessions should be at a pace of 8:00 minutes per mile, and;• Your Higher-Intensity
Repeats should be at a pace of 7:30 minutes per mile or faster, and;• Your Long Runs should be



at a pace between 8:30 and 9:00 minutes per mile.If you can achieve the paces for the
respective sessions as shown in the example above, then you are ready to achieve your
marathon goal on race day. This is wonderfully comforting to know prior to your race. It greatly
reduces your pre-race stress and fear of the unknown. Instead of wondering if you can even do
it, you know you can, and it just becomes a matter of executing properly on race day.THE
WEAKEST LINKHere’s another great benefit of the Three Magic Bullets sessions: They identify
the areas requiring the greatest improvement early in your training program, giving you time to
make adjustments and put greater focus on those areas before it is too late.For example, what if
you find that you can achieve your target paces on two of the three key workouts, but you cannot
quite do it on the third? Say you can do the Higher-Intensity Repeats at 30 seconds or more
faster than Target Marathon Pace, and you can do the Long Runs at 30 to 60 seconds slower
than Target Marathon Pace, but you cannot quite hold target pace for the entire Marathon Pacing
Session. What you have done is identify the weakest link in the equation. This is your area of
weakness, where you need to put extra focus in your training.Many athletes tend to avoid the
workout they like the least. In fact, instead of focusing on their weak workout, we have seen
many athletes skip it entirely and double up on one of the other work-outs they prefer. Of course
this is a flawed strategy. It’s the ultimate in practicing what you are already good at and avoiding
what you are not.Some athletes do what we call “averaging them out.” In other words, if they
cannot meet the pacing target in one of the Three Magic Bullets sessions, they compensate by
exceeding the pacing target in the other two. They rationalize that on average for the three
sessions, they are actually ahead. But unfortunately it doesn’t work that way. To know you are
ready to achieve your marathon time, you need to be able to achieve the corresponding required
times for each of the Three Magic Bullets.When we discover weaknesses in our training, we
should actually be excited. These are the keys to breaking through to another level of
performance. By overcoming our weaknesses through the Three Magic Bullets sessions, we can
take our performance to that higher level. As we like to say to our elite coached athletes, “Let’s
turn our weaknesses into strengths, and let’s turn our strengths into weapons.”WHICH OF THE
KEY WORKOUTS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT?We are often asked which of the three key
workouts is the most important. On an individual basis, the most important one for you is the one
in which you have the greatest need for improvement.Overall, however, for most athletes the
Long Run is the most important. If you did no Higher-Intensity Repeats and no Marathon Pacing
Sessions, but you did all of the Long Runs, you could still complete a marathon. You would not
maximize your potential, but you would still be able to complete the distance on race day.The
least important workout for most marathoners is actually the Higher-Intensity Repeats. As
mentioned earlier, many athletes feel that since these “hurt the most,” they must therefore be the
most beneficial. This is related to the old “no pain, no gain” adage that unfortunately many
endurance athletes embrace. The reality for most marathoners is that this workout is the least
important of the big three, which is significant because it is also often found to be the one most
commonly associated with injury. Because of this, many of our fastest coached marathoners



don’t do Higher-Intensity Repeats in the form of running. We approach this component with
proper cross-training options and other training methods. We will discuss this more in Chapters
3 and 5.Now that you know about the Three Magic Bullets, we will move on to understanding
how to properly build them into your overall training program, as well as how to effectively
integrate our approach to cross-training in order to develop the optimal training program for the
forty-plus marathoner.But before we do, we present our first “40-Plus Athlete Success Story.” At
the end of each chapter, we will profile an athlete who achieved exceptional marathon results
after turning forty and explain how he or she did it.» PETER HYLAND:40-Plus Athlete Success
StoryRecently, forty-year-old Peter Hyland crossed the finish line in the New Jersey Marathon in
a time of 2:49:41. Not only was his performance fast enough to place him in the top ten finishers
overall, but it was also his fastest time ever and his first time under 2:50. Peter is living proof that
it is possible to run your fastest marathons after turning forty.Peter is married, has one child, and
works as a chemist for a large pharmaceutical company. He has been a competitive runner for
more than six years.Amazingly, Peter’s marathon training program typically includes only three
runs per week—the Three Magic Bullets sessions discussed earlier in this chapter—plus two
combination run/cross-training sessions. As a triathlete, Peter also swims and cycles a few times
per week.Peter’s two weekly run/cross-training sessions embrace the “Free Running Miles”
concept (see Chapter 3). They are both “Transition Sessions,” which begin with a longer bike ride
and end with a short run. Overall, Peter’s training averages only five hours per week of actual
running for the entire year, and peaks at only about seven hours of actual running in his biggest
training weeks leading up to his marathons.Peter’s least favorite workout of the Three Magic
Bullets is the Marathon Pacing Session, but he credits this challenging workout as one of the
keys to continually lowering his marathon times.With efficient and well-structured training, and
by embracing the concept of “free miles,” Peter has been able to maximize his results while
minimizing injuries. With his winning approach, Peter Hyland will definitely be running many
more fast marathons after forty!2» The Recovery TrickDon’t be afraid to give up the good to go
for the great. —STEVE PREFONTAINEThe biggest difference between athletes under forty
and those over forty is in the time required for recovery. As we get older, the time period needed
to fully absorb the benefits of a particular workout and to be prepared for the next workout
gradually lengthens. As the human body ages, its ability to repair itself and regenerate slows
down. Our joints become stiffer and our range of motion decreases. The human body also
becomes less resilient to impact, and of course running, especially on harder surfaces, creates
a great deal of impact.Not only do older athletes need to train in new ways, but as you will see
later in this book, they need to battle these natural changes in their bodies by becoming more
resilient through proper core and strength training, dynamic warm-up, stretching, nutrition, and a
more proactive approach to their health.The changes that come with aging are also part of the
reason older athletes are more prone to injury. Many attempt the same training volume they did
when they were younger. Typically they try to do the same number of workouts, at the same
intensity level and duration as they did at a younger age, and the result can often be frustrating.



Many athletes don’t fully understand what is meant by training volume. They often confuse
volume and duration, equating volume with how many miles run. But miles run is only part of
what is meant by training volume. Training volume is the combination of how long you run, how
intense your effort level is while you run, and how frequently you run. Training volume is best
expressed by the following equation:Training Volume = Duration × Intensity × FrequencyNot only
do the workouts themselves need to change in terms of duration and intensity as we get older,
but the frequency at which we do them also needs to change.ACTIVE RECOVERY DAYSOne
approach might be simply to run three days per week instead of six days per week like we used
to do when we were younger. Perhaps just do the TMB sessions every other day and nothing
else. Running every other day, instead of every day, would allow us forty-eight hours of complete
rest between workouts instead of the twenty-four hours we used to allow.On the plus side, we
would likely find that we would not get injured as often with this type of every-other-day
approach. The problem with this training strategy, however, is that we would probably discover
that we are training far less than needed to remain as competitive as we would like. This is very
frustrating for the maturing athlete.It is important to understand that there are two ways to
recover between challenging workouts. We can recover through complete rest, and we can also
recover actively with some type of running or other physical activity. There is a place for both
complete rest days and active recovery days in every athlete’s training program. Sometimes
complete rest is the best option, while in other situations some type of active recovery is more
beneficial. The optimal training strategy for most marathoners is to run six days a week with one
complete rest day. The six running days would include the TMB sessions spaced every other
day, with moderate aerobic run days positioned between the TMB days. The moderate aerobic
runs are an example of the active recovery that we often suggest for many of our younger
coached athletes, as well as for many of our forty-plus coached athletes who rarely become
injured. We will present marathon training programs with this type of structure in Chapter 5.
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stardust, “Easy reading, great info!. Great little book!Really easy to read. Just the right amount of
information on everything you need to get going. I read it in two days and that Included designing
and drawing out my own plan. It gets right to the point and gives you what you need. It tells you
the way as well as the how with modifications. Not too much jargon, but enough to know what’s
going on.It’s also easy to incorporate triathlon training in their provides plan.It even had a plan for
a 1/2 marathon. Although this section was a little light. You will have to reference tables on the
internet to scale to your pace goal (not that hard). The marathon plans don’t require this.Each
chapter can stand alone, but it doesn’t annoy the reader going from front to back.Highly
recommend for a refresher or introduction.”

levrier, “A great training book for athletes over 40. Like their other books , this one didn't fail to
cover all the necessary informations for preparing and running a great marathon race . The
book and training programs are clear and easy to follow , it is a great reference book for anyone
over 40 who wants to stay injury free and see results.”

Mike R., “Helpful and informative. Very good, interesting concepts.”

Valerie Murray, “Five Stars. Amazing book for improving your training skills for technique and
good wellness!”

DrDeBiasse, “Five Stars. Loved it!”

marmitewasere, “Superb. My husband is a big fan of Don Fink's book and followed his ironman
book to the letter when he did the castle series event. He placed very well considering it was his
first triathlon 38th out of nearly 400 and he puts it down to Don Fink's book. So, now he's nearly
40(!) he's bought this book, so far very informative and there is a very clear difference between
how to structure your training pre-40 and post-40 so you can get the most from your programme
and not damage yourself!  Highly recommend all of the Don Fink books.”

Mrs T Critchlow, “Great read.. Very inspiring”

CherryTree, “For a serious 40+ athletes.. It contains information for 40+ athletes who want to
develop their skills, especially for competing in triathlons.”

The book by Don Fink has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 33 people have provided feedback.
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